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Most of existing audio fingerprinting systems have
limitations to be used for high-specific audio
retrieval at scale. In this work, we generate a lowdimensional representation from a short unit
segment of audio, and couple this fingerprint with a
fast maximum inner-product search. To this end,
we present a contrastive learning framework that
derives from the segment-level search objective.
Each update in training uses a batch consisting of a
set of pseudo labels, randomly selected original
samples, and their augmented replicas. These
replicas can simulate the degrading effects on
original audio signals by applying small time offsets
and various types of distortions, such as
background noise and room/microphone impulse
responses. In the segment-level search task, where
the conventional audio fingerprinting systems used
to fail, our system using 10x smaller storage has
shown promising results. Our code and dataset are
available at https://mimbres.github.io/neural-audiofp/.
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● Dataset (from FMA)
- Train 10K songs (30s cut each)
- Test-DB: unseen 100K songs (full)
● Test-Query (synthesized)
- 2K seq. generated with unseen augmentation source
● Augmentation source dataset (from AudioSet & others)
- BG mix: 6.6 h environmental noise (subway, metro, pub,
café,...) with “no music”
- MIC and room/space IR
● Top-1 hit rate (%) =
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● The proposed contrastive learning framework
could simulate the search task by explicitly
sampling original-replica (clean-augmented)
pairs as positive pairs.
● In the segment-level search task our model
performed better than the model with triplet
embeddings.
● Our model, using 10x less memory and shorter
query length (< 3 s) than an existing rule-based
algorithm, outperformed in song-level search.
● The superior performance of our model in the
task is not due to any single design choice, but a
combination of design choices.

● We employ 𝑔◦𝑓: 𝑆 ↦ 𝓩 (. ) as a segment-wise fingerprinter.
It can generate fingerprint 𝑧𝑡 that can represent a unit
segment of 1 s audio 𝑥𝑡 at the time step 𝑡.

● This study implies that the audio fingerprinting ta
sk would inherently have self-supervised learnin
g potentials.

● 𝑓(. ) is a base encoder with separable convolution (SC)
that computes internal representation.
● 𝑔(. ) is a multi-head linear projection layer with L2
normalization.

Training 𝑔◦𝑓(. ) with contrastive loss can be viewed as a
common form of self-supervised learning (SSL). We
maintain the self-supervised 𝑔(. ) up to the final target task.

Audio augmentation chain

Time-offset modulation

Goal: high-specific audio retrieval

Due to the L2 normalization layer of 𝑔(.), we can use the
inner-product 𝑧𝑎𝑇 𝑧𝑏 as a measure of similarity (𝑧𝑎, 𝑧𝑏 ).
Searching the most similar point (*) of database V = {𝑣𝑖 } for a
given query 𝑞 in 𝓩𝑑 space can be formulated as maximum
inner-product search (MIPS):
∗
𝑣𝑖 ≔ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑞 𝑇 𝑣𝑖
Build DB & Search with sequence matcher
● Now-playing < Now-playing mod.
● In every cases, our model outperformed over Nowplaying. Contrastive learning framework > semi-hard
triplet embedding.
● Augmentation was critical in training.

Key aspects

● The larger the batch size, the better the performance in
all experiments.

● Segment-level audio search

● The longer the query sequence, the better the
performance.
● Increasing embedding dimension 𝑑 improves
performance.

- allowing miss-match less than 250 ms
● Contrastive learning framework
- simulating maximum inner-product search
(MIPS) in mini-batch
- explicitly sampling positive pairs to have
original–replica relations
● Audio data augmentation chain
- generating various types of acoustic distractors
that helps training a robust audio fingerprint

VS. Dejavu (rule-based)
In the small (10K-30s) DB test:
- This work (6 s query) = 98.9 % exact match for
segment-level search
- Dejavu (6 s query) = 69.6% exact match for
song-level search

The Eq(1) can replace MIPS from the property:
computing the top-k predictions in the softmax function is
equivalent to the MIPS.

Memory usage (w/ in-memory search):
- Dejavu = 400 MB
- This work (d=64, after compression) < 40 MB
- This work uses 10x less memory!
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